We prove, in primitive recursive arithmetic, an extension of a theorem established by Milliken and independently by Neget~il and R6dl on partitions of fixed rank partitions of a finite set. In this way we depict the preservation of structure under partitions of the outcomes of substitution systems, which can also undergo various stage transitions.
Introduction
Let A be a finite set. Recall that a k-parameter word of length n over A is a word w of length n over the alphabet A U {21 ..... 2k} where {,~l ..... 2k} NA = (3, such that each of the parameters 2i occurs at least once in the word w. In the sequel, we assume: the parameters 2i to be linearly ordered by the indices i and that, for 1 ~< i < j ~< k, the, first occurrence of 2i precedes the first occurrence of ,~j in w. The set of such words is. denoted by A (2 ) . If w E A(2 ), we say that w is an ascending parameter word when. for 1 ~<i < j ~ k, each occurrence of 2i precedes each occurrence of 2/ in w. The set of ascending k-parameter words of length n over A is denoted by A < (2)" If w c A (;') and f E A (~), we define f o w ~ a (7,) to be the word obtained from f by replacing.
With any f E A < (',~i), u E A < ("!) and a factorisation ~ = (ul . (1)
We shall prove the following
Theorem B. For s,m,r>~l, and a finite alphabet A, there exists some M = M(IA], s, m, r) such that, for every r-colouring Z of the class of Jactorisations of words in A < (~), there exists some f E A < (~) such that for all u E A < (~) and all factorisations ~ of u, the colour of f ,K with respect to Z will depend on the type of only.
Our proof is such that the number M depends primitive recursively on the parameters ]Ai,s,m and r.
With every primitive recursive function g, one can associate a natural number, L(g), the loop complexity of g. (See, for example, [10] for a discussion.) Roughly speaking, one says L(g)<~n, if, starting with addition, one can find a program for computing g which involves at most n nested loops. For example, the loop complexity for the function computing the well-known Ramsey numbers is at most three [3] while, as was shown by Shelah [9] , for the van der Waerden numbers the loop complexity is at most four. Our proof will yield a loop complexity of at most seven for the function M in Theorem B.
Note that, for given s,m,r and a finite alphabet A, there is no number M with the property that for every r-colouring 7~ as in Theorem B, there is an f C A <(~!) which is monochromatic for all f,~ with u C A < ("'). Indeed, it follows from (I) that the most one can hope for, is to find an f such that )~(f,~) depends on the type of only. In this sense, the result is the best possible.
In brief our paper is as follows. In Section 2 we express Theorem B in terms of socalled parameter words over multi-alphabets. It will become clear that we are actually studying the preservation of structure under partitions of substitution systems which can also undergo various stage transitions. In Section 3 we introduce algebraic constructions which reduce the result to a simpler tbrm. The proof is completed in Section 4.
Parameter words over multi-alphabets
Let A = {ai ..... a~} be a finite set (alphabet), let s be a natural number and AI ...... 4, pairwise disjoint sets with A/-{a{ ..... a~}, l<<,j<~s. We sometimes refer to a I as the element (letter) ai in state j.
If A1 ..... A, are sets of parameters with Ai : {2' t, z,,"_. ..} we call the s-tuplc
a multi-alphabet system (of order s) over A ifxi ~ A, U {2'1 }, 2<~i<~s. For a system ,e/ as in (2) we refer to x2 ..... x,. as the market's of the system. Let ~ be a multi-alphabet system of order s. If nl ..... n~ are non-negative integers, then a parameter word w over A l U... UA, is said to be an (nl ..... n,. )-parameter word over ~'/ if it is of the form w= Wl... w~ where each w, is an ascending n,-parametcr word over A, and, if for i>~2, the first letter that occurs in w, is the ith marker x~. Unless otherwise stated, we assume that the parameters of each w, are the first n, elements of the parameter set A,.
The set of (hi,... ,n~)-parameter words of length m over ,c/ is denoted by ,4 (,,,...,,," -) 
. n,) --+ m (,~ ).
When the context allows, we omit the symbol (~/). When s = 1, such a word is simply an ascending nl-parameter word of length m over A~. We write w : n~ --m, , () n l~m or wCA < "' in this case.
Ill
Suppose that we are given (n~ ..... m)-2m and some ascending m-parameter word l m~n of length n over A, we define low : (nl ..... n~) -0 n as follows: Firstly, place the ith letter in w in all the occurrences of the ith parameter 2i of f. (Here we regard w as a parameter word over A1 U ... tO As.) Denote the word thus obtained by f * w. We next apply the following closure operation f • w ~ (f * w) c on f * w: If ak E A occurs in f, w after some marker xs with j 1> 2 and i is the largest value of j for which this happens (for this occurrence of ak), place ak in state i; that is, replace the letter ak by a~ for this occurrence of ak. If ak occurs before x2, replace ak by a~. We then set f o w = (f * w)q It is clear that f o w is an (nl ..... ns)-parameter word of length n over d.
Example. Let d = (A l, (A2, a 2), (A3, 2~)) be a system of order 3 over A ----{ai, a2, a3, Indeed, it is readily seen that
Hence
In the sequel we assume that ~' is fixed and is given by (2) . Let m ~t n be an ascending word over A and let Z be an r-colouring of all the u : (nl ..... n,) ---* n. We write 'm f r~ We claim that for m, r/>1 and a type z, there exists some n ~> 1 such that for each r-colouring Z of ~(~), there is some ascending word f" m ~ n over A such that X(/*~) is constant for all ~ E -~('~'). We express the latter relationship among m,r and z by writing n---+(m),-. To find n, let ~' and nl ..... nk be derived from z and apply Theorem C to find some n such that (hi,... ,nk)
Then the naturality of the bijections ~b will ensure that n ~(m),.. 
Tx+l
A downward induction will show that M = ml witnesses the truth of Theorem B.
Reductions
In the sequel all our constructions will be such that they can be executed in primitive recursive arithmetic. In order to avoid repetition, we shall refrain from stating in each case that the function which is constructed is actually primitive recursive. This fact, however, will be very clear from our proofs.
In this section we reduce the proof of Theorem C to the case where IA] = 1 and ni = 1 for i = 1,2 ..... s (see Proposition 4.7). It will follow from Reduction 1 that for the case IA] = 1 and ni = 0 or 1, Theorem C is a consequence of this result. In Reduction 2 we use a straightforward adaptation of Shelah's argument to extend this result to any finite alphabet. Theorem C then follows via Reduction 3. 
Then define Z' ( w ) = Z( v ).
If we assume that
holds, then there exists an ascending z'-monochromatic word f" n ~ m. This word f is also z-monochromatic. [] For the next reduction we need Shelah's cube lemma [9] . We recall this lemma as formulated by Pr6mel and Voigt in [7] , Here we write n for the set {0, 1 ..... t7 1} and (~) for the set of all t-element subsets of n. Proof. The proof is by induction on t, the case t --1 being the assumption. Let ~ = (nl,...,ns) E {0, 1} s. We define M(t,~,m,r) as follows:
where N is the primitive recursive function witnessing Theorem C for IA[ = 1 and ni = 0 or 1. Moreover,
M(t + 1,-~,m,r) = F (M(t,-~,m,r),t,-~,r),
where F is the primitive recursive function given by 
We now show that the function M witnesses the truth of Theorem C with ni = 0 or 1. Let ~ = (nl ..... ns), m and r be given and suppose M(t,-~,m,r) witnesses Theorem C for alphabets of cardinality t. Set M = M(t,-~,m,r), n = Sh(M,r ~) where a is given by (6) . We show that nM witnesses Theorem C for alphabets of cardinality t + 1.
For x E n, let hx be the word fc(t + 1) n-x of length n over the alphabet {t,t + 1}. For each fl = {x,y} E (~) with x < y, let gfl(2) be the 1-parameter word of length n given by
gfl()~) = tx).y-x(t q-1 )n--y.

It follows that g/s(t) = hy and g/s(t + 1) = hx.
Let X be an r-colouring of ~¢ (nM). The natural bijection between ~¢ (nM) and The colouring Ai can be identified with an r~-colouring of (2) in x (7) 
where a is given by (6) . By the choice of n, there are a0 ..... aM-I E (2) such that t M .
for each 0~<i < M and all w E ~¢ffi(n). 
O<rni<l (7)
Proof. Consider non-negative integers n~,...,n~ and a system 
~)(f o w)= f o (~b(w)). This proves the implication (7). []
Proof of Theorem C
In this section we prove Theorem C for singleton alphabets and for the n~ all equal to 1. In view of the reductions in the previous section, this will conclude the proof or" Theorem C.
If a, bC [n], we write a < b when max a < max b. We associate with each w If we replace the condition (8) by the weaker requirement that the sets ai are pairwisc disjoint, then the proposition becomes the well-known Folkman theorem (see [7] for a historical discussion). The stronger statement appears in various guises in the literature (see, for example, [2] ). However, in order to determine the complexity of the function M(m,r), we sketch a proof of Proposition 4.1.
Firstly In the sequel we restrict ourselves to multi-alphabet systems over a sinoletonalphabet A = {a} and to 1-parameter words. Therefore, for notational simplicity, if ~¢ = (A I, (A2, X2 ) ..... (As, xs) ) is a multi-alphabet system of order s over A, we set the alphabets Ai = {i} and the parameter sets Ai = {/~i}, 1 <<.i<<,s.
Given a system ~' as above, let t be a symbol not in {1 ..... s} t3 {#1 ..... ps}. By a t-multi-alphabet system over A we mean a system ~ (f(i+')o(x,u) ).
N-I.I "(i+l )1
Example. Consider the J-system • t = (#1,2) t over A and let f = aa2t 2222a23a24 E A< (]) and w= #12#22 E ~t( 4 4 i., ) (,.1)' Then f o w = t J #1222#222.
Let ~¢ t = (xl ..... xs) t be a t-system of order s over a singleton alphabet A, and Z an
we have z(f o g) = z(f o h) then we say f is z-monochromatic and we write n~xN (az~'t). 
holds .for every t-system d t = (x, )t of order 1 over A.
The strategy for the proof is to prove Proposition 4.2 separately for the cases x~ = 1 and xl =/~1. The proof for the case xl --1 follows from the following result. Proof. The proof is by induction on s and will occupy paragraphs 4.1-4.8. 4.2. Let ~ be the system (Al,(A2,x2) 
\~---s'--~}
When seen over all possible systems over A the parameters k and K are bounded by K~<2 and k<<,2(s-1). We define nz ..... n~ by the requirement that for given ni+~, the number ni satisfies
The existence of ni -1 is ensured by Proposition 4.2. We shall show that (13) holds for N replaced by NI = nl + k -1. Since there are only finitely many t-systems over A of order s, this will establish the existence of N(s, m,r) . We shall show that Pi holds for 1 ~ i ~ l + 1.
Note that P1 holds vacuously because ml = k -1 is strictly less than the least norm. We fix f0 to be the unique ascending word f0 : NI --~ N1 over A. 
Inductively assume that
